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Juvenile Justice 

1. China agreed to Qatar’s 2009 UPR recommendation to attach more importance to the 

protection of the rights of the child. In compliance, the National People’s Congress approved 

revisions to the Criminal Procedure Law (CPL) in 2012 that introduced a chapter on juvenile 

cases.
1
 The chapter includes records sealing, diversion,

2
 social inquiry reports, and increased 

protections for female juveniles during questioning—all consistent with the Convention on the 

Rights of the Child (CRC), which China has ratified, and the UN Standard Minimum Rules for 

the Administration of Juvenile Justice (the “Beijing Rules”).
3
 International exchanges, including 

those organized by Dui Hua,
4
 played an important role in the development of these reforms.  

2. Reforms are expected to reduce custodial sentences, in accord with Article 17 of China’s 

Criminal Law, which stipulates that juveniles shall receive lenient or mitigated sentences; Article 

19 of the Beijing Rules; and Articles 37 and 40 of the CRC. In 2009 and 2010, about 65 percent 

of juvenile offenders received custodial sentences, while only about 29 percent received 

suspended sentences or reprieve.
5
  

3. Due to their residency status, migrant youth are less likely to benefit from diversion and 

non-custodial sentences,
6
 in contravention of Article 2 of the Beijing Rules. In Guangdong, 

largely because non-residents account for a much higher percentage of juvenile offenders, the 

rate of non-custodial punishment is excessively low
7
—at around 10 percent in 2009, it was the 

lowest in the nation.
8
 Despite protections in Article 13 of the Beijing Rules and Article 37 of the 

CRC, migrant youth may also be more likely to face extended pretrial detention due to the 

absence of their family members.
9
 During a visit to Guangzhou Intermediate People’s Court in 

November 2011, a US judge observed a trial of a migrant youth who had been held in pretrial 

detention for more than six months because his parents were not locatable.
10

  

4. Overburdened judicial staff may hamper implementation of reforms. The CPL increases 

court involvement in the rehabilitation process by allowing it to collaborate with juvenile 

reformatories, juveniles’ guardians, and community organizations and visit juveniles serving 

custodial or non-custodial sentences.
11

 However, Dui Hua was informed in 2012 that many 

Chinese juvenile judges were unable to give adequate individual attention to each juvenile 

because they already bore too many responsibilities of the sort that would be allocated to 

probation officers in the United States.  

5. Many diversionary measures are meant to be carried out by the procuratorate, whose duty 

to prosecute may conflict with the best interests of the child. The CPL empowers the 

procuratorate to grant diversion and supervise juveniles during the diversionary monitoring 

period.
12

 Social inquiry reports prepared by the procuratorate must be considered by the court.
13

  

6. Although there have been significant declines in recent years, juvenile arrests and 

indictments remain high, accounting for 8–9 percent of annual national totals.
14

 Recidivism rates 

are aggregated and ill-defined, making it difficult to evaluate the success of rehabilitation. 

Recidivism rates given by different sources range from 1–20 percent.
15

   

7. While generally a welcome means to non-custodial punishment and restorative justice, 

criminal reconciliation may fail to look after the best interests of the juvenile: some 
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reconciliation meetings are held in public, in contravention of Article 8 of the Beijing Rules and 

Article 40 of the CRC; performance evaluation measures for judges and prosecutors include the 

number of cases reconciled, which may create incentive for them to pressure juveniles to admit 

guilt (a prerequisite of reconciliation); and, in some instances, reconciliation focuses on 

compensation and thus excludes juveniles since parents generally control financial decisions.
16

 

8. The CPL stipulates that juveniles in custody shall be held, managed, and educated 

separate from adults,
17

 in line with Article 37(c) of the CRC and Articles 13.4 and 26.3 of the 

Beijing Rules. Chinese law also stipulates that juveniles in custody should receive compulsory 

education,
18

 consistent with Article 40.4 of the CRC and Article 26.2 of the Beijing Rules. 

However, it is not uncommon for juveniles to be held with adults in detention centers.
19

 In some 

locales, female juveniles serve custodial sentences in adult women’s prisons, where some of 

them are assigned to work full days and deprived of compulsory education.
20

 

Women in Prison  

9. China agreed to Mozambique’s 2009 recommendation to continue efforts aimed at 

further enhancing the status of women. In the corrections sector, China has taken some positive 

steps, but has not consistently applied a gender-specific approach. Although Article 39 of the 

Prison Law—whose 1994 passage preceded the establishment of the majority of China’s 

women’s prisons—requires that the reform of women prisoners take into account their 

physiological and psychological characteristics, it does not guide implementation. In 2011 and 

2012, China revised its Criminal Law and CPL to increase access to non-custodial measures for 

pregnant and breastfeeding women.
21

 These measures are consistent with the UN Rules for the 

Treatment of Women Prisoners and Non-Custodial Measures for Women Offenders (the 

“Bangkok Rules”), but China has yet to officially incorporate the rules into its national policies. 

10. Domestic violence is a leading cause of crime among women. The SPC has created a task 

force and initiated a pilot project to develop national standards for sentencing in cases involving 

domestic violence.
22

 Consistent with the Bangkok Rules, the Hunan High People’s Court issued 

the first provincial guiding opinion on domestic violence in 2009, encouraging lighter sentences 

and sentence reductions for women who “fight violence with violence.”
23

 However, nationwide, 

most women who fight back still receive severe punishment of 10 years in prison, life, death with 

reprieve,
24

 and even death with immediate execution.
25

  

11. China agreed to Germany’s recommendation to improve education, training, and 

supervision of prison staff. However, gender-specific training appears deficient. The vast 

majority of officers in women’s prisons lack understanding of the causes of women’s crime, 

women’s correctional systems, and international standard and practice.
26

 Female prison police 

have fewer training and promotional opportunities,
27

 in contravention of Article 11(c) of the 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women and Articles 29 

and 32 of the Bangkok Rules. Due to excessive workloads, a considerable number of women are 

either not willing to work in women’s prisons or request transfers out of women’s prisons.
28

  

12. Overcrowding may be a problem in women’s prisons.
29

 The number of female prisoners 

exceeded 93,000 in 2011, up 15 percent from 2008, compared with 5 percent growth for male 

prisoners.
30

 China has not released disaggregated statistics on prison capacity and occupancy.  
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13. Incarcerated mothers do not have legal guarantees that their children will be cared for in 

their absence. Although national and local authorities are working to develop relevant child-

protection standards and services,
31

 there currently exists a legal and regulatory gap for children 

of incarcerated parents.
32

 As a result, these children are six times more likely to be incarcerated 

than other children,
33

 and, according to a 2006 report, 95 percent of them do not receive any 

form of social assistance.
34

 Under Article 9.3 of the CRC, children temporarily or permanently 

deprived of their family environment shall be entitled to state assistance. 

Capital Punishment  

14. China agreed to Egypt’s recommendation to continue to strictly control use of the death 

penalty. In compliance, China conducted fewer executions and amended its Criminal Law and 

CPL to reduce the scope of capital punishment and bolster protections for individuals who may 

be sentenced to death. An estimated 16,500 people were executed from 2009–2012,
35

 a 39 

percent decline over 2005–2008. However, appropriate acknowledgement and support of 

Chinese efforts towards abolition cannot be given until execution statistics are made public in 

accordance with Article 14.1 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). 

In 2012 and 2011, Chinese media reported on 354 and 475 executions, respectively, suggesting 

that only around 10 percent of executions are publically reported.
36

 

15. Several steps were taken to reduce the use of capital punishment. The vice health minister 

stated that China will phase out its reliance on executed prisoners as organ donors by 2015.
37

 

(China is the only country in the world to rely on executed prisoners for organ donations.
38

) 

Moves to diversify organ donors should disincentivize use of the death penalty, as executed 

prisoners account for more than 90 percent of deceased donors.
39

 

16. In 2011, the Criminal Law was amended to eliminate the death penalty for 13 non-violent, 

economic crimes and to generally prohibit death sentences for people ages 75 and older.
40

 

However, the impact of the revisions were largely symbolic, as most of the 13 crimes had rarely 

or never resulted in execution, and the number of capital cases involving people over 70 is fewer 

than 10 per year.
41

 Among the 55 crimes that still carry capital punishment, many non-violent 

and/or economic offenses, such as illegal fundraising, remain.  

17. In death penalty cases, the revised CPL provides expanded access to legal counsel and 

stipulates that interrogations be recorded in full and unedited, appellate hearings be mandatory, 

and SPC review be strengthened.
42

 However, the law also revises trial-extension procedures that 

risk lengthening the period defendants are held in custody and enables indefinite incarceration.
43

 

The SPC is empowered to approve unlimited trial extensions in “exceptional circumstances.”  

Endangering State Security 

18. Endangering state security (ESS) is among the most serious categories of crimes in 

China’s Criminal Law, with half of the crimes punishable by life imprisonment and/or death. 

However, several of the crimes included in the category—namely, subversion, incitement of 

subversion, splittism, and incitement of splittism—are vaguely defined in their scope, procedures 

for determining intent,
44

 and sentencing,
45

 which allows for violations of freedom of expression, 

some of which appear ethnically motivated, in contravention of Article 5 of the Convention on 
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the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination. By agreeing to Austria’s 

recommendation to ratify the ICCPR, China reaffirmed its commitment to take steps towards 

aligning law and practice with the covenant. Yet inconsistent with Article 14.1 of the ICCPR, 

courts do not make all ESS verdicts public.  

19. The number of ESS arrests peaked at 1,712 in 2008 and declined annually to reach 930 in 

2011.
46

 Due to a lack of transparency, Dui Hua’s Political Prisoner Database (PPDB) had 

information on less than 8 percent of people arrested for ESS in 2011.
47

 As of December 31, 

2012, the PPDB had information on 380 individuals believed to be serving sentences for ESS. 

Among them, 219 (58 percent) are believed to have been convicted of subversion, incitement of 

subversion, splittism, or incitement of splittism, including 136 (38 percent) for the two 

incitements. The PPDB indicates that, between 2009 and 2012, more people received longer 

sentences for subversion, incitement of subversion, splittism, or incitement of splittism than in 

the previous four-year period.
48

 In 2009 and 2010, at least 36 people received sentences of 10 

years or more for inciting splittism or splittism, mostly related to the riots in Tibetan regions in 

2008 and in Xinjiang in 2009. In 2011, more than 100 people were detained, arrested, or 

disappeared related to China’s “Jasmine Revolution,”
49

 and at least 25 individuals were 

convicted of inciting subversion or subversion, compared with four in 2010. Seven of the 25 

received sentences of 10 years or more.  

20. From 2008‒2010, Xinjiang, which accounts for less than 2 percent of China’s population, 

accounted for 50 percent of ESS trials nationwide.
50

 Although there is a severe lack of 

transparency,
51

 Dui Hua believes that the great majority of these trials were against Uyghurs. 

Splittism is the focus of stability maintenance in Xinjiang,
52

 and more than 90 percent of 

Xinijang ESS cases in the PPDB involve Ugyhurs convicted of splittism charges. These data 

suggest that Uyghurs, who make up less than 1 percent of China’s population, account for nearly 

half of the nation’s ESS trials. Both subversion and splittism charges may be based on the 

exercise of free speech, association, and assembly, but the former are more likely to be applied to 

Han Chinese, whereas the latter are usually applied to ethnic minorities—847 of 849 people 

charged with splittism or inciting splittism in the PPDB are Uyghur or Tibetan. Although inciting 

subversion and inciting splittism carry the same penalties in the Criminal Law, available data 

indicate that people charged with the latter are more likely to receive harsher sentences.
53

 From 

2009‒2012, 24 people (18 Tibetans and 6 Ugyhurs) are known to have received sentences of 10 

years or more for inciting splittism, compared with four people for inciting subversion.  

21. ESS suspects and prisoners face harsher treatment than most other suspects. ESS cases 

are classified as “political cases” and are investigated by a special bureau of the Ministry of 

Public Security or by the Ministry of State Security. As a result, more pressure is placed on 

“solving” these cases thereby creating an increased risk of the use of extralegal measures. 

22.  Measures that violate the ICCPR are used to solve political crime. The CPL stipulates 

that police can place suspects in cases of ESS under residential surveillance in an undisclosed 

location for up to six months or in criminal detention with no family notification for up to 37 

days. Suspects are held incommunicado without guarantee of access to counsel or visits from 

family members.
54

 ESS prisoners are less likely to receive clemency (i.e., sentence reduction and 

parole) than other prisoners because of requirements to “acknowledge guilt” and SPC regulations 

that clemency for ESS prisoners be “strictly handled.”
55

 Many ESS prisoners do not believe they 
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have committed a crime and therefore refuse to acknowledge guilt. Although strict handling is 

undefined in national regulations, in provincial regulations it entails longer waits to become 

eligible for clemency, shorter standard lengths for each sentence reduction, and more onerous 

approval procedures.
56

 Upon completion of their prison sentences, those convicted of ESS face 

the supplemental punishment of “deprivation of political rights” (DPR). If police suspect that the 

terms of DPR might be violated, they may subject the individual to house arrest or 

incommunicado detention in an undisclosed location.
57

 

23. The PPDB includes information on 70 individuals who may still be in prison for 

counterrevolution. China removed the crime from its Criminal Law in 1997 but failed to accord 

with Article 15.1 of the ICCPR by subsequently releasing those imprisoned for 

counterrevolution.  

Recommendations  

24. In light of recent successes and ongoing challenges, Dui Hua recommends that the 

People’s Republic of China: 

25. Continue juvenile justice reform in the best interests of juveniles by: reducing the use of 

custodial sentences for all juveniles regardless of residency status; ensuring bodies that are 

independent of procuratorates and courts conduct social inquiry reports and provide services 

related to diversion and non-custodial sentences; making public disaggregated data on recidivism, 

including how the concept is defined; ensuring that juveniles go through criminal reconciliation 

only when it is in their best interest and that their privacy is protected; and implementing laws 

that juveniles in custody shall be held, managed, and educated separate from adults and do so in 

facilities that provide programs catering to their age and needs;  

26. Continue efforts aimed at enhancing the status of incarcerated women by: incorporating 

the Bangkok Rules into national laws and policies; exempting domestic violence survivors from 

the death penalty while sentencing standards are under review; increasing gender-specific 

training of corrections officers and improving promotional opportunities for female corrections 

officers; protecting the rights and interests of children of incarcerated parents by recognizing 

them in child-protection laws and mandating centralized and localized bodies to provide them 

with state assistance; mandating centralized and localized bodies to research the conditions of 

incarcerated women and make public research findings including the occupancy rates of 

women’s prisons; and engaging with the international community on relevant best practices; 

27. Continue to work towards abolition by: making public death penalty verdicts and 

sentencing data; reducing the number of capital crimes, particularly non-violent and economic 

crimes; lowering the maximum age of execution to accord with criminal justice regulations that 

classify 60–70 year-old persons as elderly
58

; and ensuring that trials are not excessively long or 

indefinite by limiting the number of trial extensions and/or establishing maximum trial lengths; 

28. Continue legal reform by: ratifying the ICCPR; clarifying standards for sentencing and 

establishing motive for ESS crimes; making public ESS verdicts; ensuring that ethnicity is not 

the basis for restricting fundamental freedoms and for discrimination in law enforcement 
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including harsher sentencing; eliminating discriminatory barriers to clemency for ESS prisoners, 

including requirements to acknowledge guilt; and releasing those convicted of counterrevolution. 
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